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tent validity, construct validity and subsequently further vali-

dation. The inflammatory bowel disease control (IBD control) 

questionnaire is one such questionnaire developed and vali-

dated according to the recommended guidelines.4 Even though 

recently there has been an increasing demand for the use of 

PROs, their role in predicting mucosal activity is not clear. Fe-

cal calprotectin (FCP) is a sensitive diagnostic marker for dis-

ease activity in UC,5 and numerous studies have shown a sig-

nificant correlation of FCP with endoscopic and histological 

healing. Recently updated Selecting Therapeutic Targets in In-

flammatory Bowel Disease (STRIDE) consensus also recom-

mends inflammatory markers like C-reactive protein (CRP) 

and FCP as intermediate targets. There are no studies to show 

the correlation of PROs with inflammatory markers like FCP. 

Hence, we designed this cross-sectional study to demonstrate 

the correlation between PROs and FCP. 

We included consecutive patients with UC of any disease 

extent and severity under follow-up at All India Institute of 

Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India. Patients diagnosed with 

UC for at least 6 months, > 18 years of age, were included. This 

study was conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Prac-

tice and in a manner to conform with the Helsinki Declaration 

of 1975, as revised in 2000 and 2008 concerning human rights. 

The institutional ethics committee approved the study proto-

col (AIIMS IRB No. IESC/T-277), and all patients gave their 

written informed consent before inclusion. A detailed evalua-

tion was done for demographics, disease duration, extent and 

activity. Disease extent was classified on the basis of Montreal 

classification. The primary objective of this study was to assess 
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BRIEF COMMUNICATION 

Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic immune-mediated inflam-

matory disorder of unknown etiology causing significant im-

pairment in quality of life and negatively affects an individual’s 

psychological well-being.1 There are many indices developed 

to assess disease activity like the Mayo Clinic score, Baron score, 

Ulcerative Colitis Endoscopic Index of severity (UCEIS), Sim-

ple Clinical Colitis Activity Index (SCCAI). However, these 

scores are developed by clinicians not considering patient 

opinions. Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are validated 

questionnaires used to measure various aspects of health, in-

cluding physical, emotional, or social domains. The Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) defined PRO as “any report of the 

status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from 

the patient, without interpretation of the patient’s response by 

a clinician or anyone else.”2 PROs developed till now are com-

plex, time taking and difficult to use in regular clinical practice. 

Recently FDA mandated the inclusion of clinical outcome as-

sessment (COA) as either co-primary or secondary endpoint 

in clinical trials and issued guidance on the development and 

validation of COA.3 COA includes 4 components which in-

clude PROs, clinician-reported outcomes, observer reported 

outcomes, and performance outcomes. The development of a 

valid PRO is a rigorous, tedious process involving patient in-

terviews, expert interviews, item generation, assessing for con-
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the correlation between FCP and PRO (IBD control-8 and IBD 

control-VAS), and the secondary objective was to assess the 

diagnostic performance of FCP and PRO in identifying clinical 

remission. 

Clinical remission was assessed by the clinician-based SC-

CAI score. SCCAI has 6 components: bowel frequency (day 

and night), blood in stools, urgency, general well-being, and 

extraintestinal manifestations. The score ranges from 0 to 20. 

Clinical remission was defined as an SCCAI score of less than 

or equal to 2.6

The IBD-control questionnaire was selected as it was the 

first PRO developed considering the patient’s perspective. It 

contains 2 components: visual analog scale (VAS) ranging 

from 0 to 100 and IBD control-8 subscore. Original IBD con-

trol questionnaire is comprised of 13 items, each with 3 possi-

ble answers (“no,” “yes,” and “not sure” or “better,” “worse” and 

“no change”). IBD control-8 questionnaire contains 8 items 

from the original 13 items, and the score ranges from 0 to 16 

(Supplementary Table 1).

FCP was analyzed by collecting 5–10 g of the first stool sam-

ple of the day and stored at –80°C. FCP levels were measured 

by fluorescence-immunoassay (EliA) 2-site sandwich tech-

nique (Phadia-250; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, 

USA) as per the protocol mentioned by the manufacturer. The 

laboratory technician was blinded to patients’ details. FCP con-

centration was calculated from the standards and expressed 

as μg/g.

Statistical analysis was done by SPSS version 21.0 for Win-

dows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics 

were used wherever appropriate. The area under the curve 

(AUC) with the 95% confidence interval was studied. Using 

the AUC, the sensitivity and specificity of the cutoff point were 

calculated. Mann-Whitney, chi-square, and t-test were used 

for quantitative and qualitative variables. Correlations between 

clinical activity indices and FCP were made by the non-para-

metric 2-tailed Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient when 

the variables were not normally distributed. P < 0.05 was con-

sidered statistically significant.

Out of the 96 patients screened, 57 were included in the fi-

nal analysis after excluding 39 patients (Supplementary Fig. 

1). The mean age at enrollment of the cohort was 37.5 ± 12.0 

years, and 58% were male. The median disease duration was 

60 months (range, 36–108 months). Nine patients (15.8%) 

had proctitis (E1), 26 (45.6%) had left-sided colitis (E2), and 

22 (38.6%) had extensive colitis (E3). Fourth-three patients 

(75.4%) belonged to urban areas. Ninety-one percent were on 

5-amino salicylate (ASA), 38.6% were on topical ASA, 15.8% 

on steroids, 24.6% on topical steroids, 31.6% on azathioprine, 

and 1.8% on biologics. The median FCP of the entire cohort 

was 148 (interquartile range [IQR], 23–1,283). FCP was < 150 

in 50.8% (n = 29) patients (Table 1).

Of the entire cohort, 56.1% (n = 32) were in clinical remis-

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of Patients with Ulcerative Colitis 

Characteristics All Remission 
(n=32)

Active 
disease 
(n=25)

P-value

Age at enrollment (yr) 37.5±12.0 37.3±11.0 37.8±13.5 0.889

Sex 0.426

   Male 33 (57.9) 20 (62.5) 13 (52.0)

   Female 24 (42.1) 12 (37.5) 12 (48.0)

Region 0.931

   Rural 14 (24.6) 8 (25) 6 (24.0)

   Urban 43 (75.4) 24 (75) 19 (76.0)

Socioeconomic statusa 0.398

   Low 10 (17.5) 7 (21.9) 3 (12.0)

   Middle 10 (17.5) 4 (12.5) 6 (24.0)

   Upper 37 (65.0) 21 (65.6) 16 (64.0)

Alcohol intakeb 0.741

   Non alcoholic 43 (75.4) 25 (78.1) 18 (72.0)

   Former alcoholic 9 (15.8) 5 (15.6) 4 (16.0)

   Current alcoholic 5 (8.8) 2 (6.3) 3 (12.0)

Smoking statusc 0.492

   Non smoking 53 (93) 30 (93.8) 23 (92.0) 

   Former smoker 1 (1.8) 1 (3.1) 0

   Current smoker 3 (5.3) 1 (3.1) 2 (8.0)

Diet 0.898

   Vegetarian 20 (35.1) 11 (34.4) 9 (36.0) 

   Non vegetarian 37 (64.9) 21 (65.6) 16 (64.0)

Disease extent 0.420

   E1 9 (15.8)  6 (18.8) 3 (12.0)

   E2 26 (45.6) 16 (50.0) 10 (40.0)

   E3 22 (38.6) 10 (31.3) 12 (48.0)

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation or number (%).
aSocioeconomic status is categorized based on Agarwal classification system.7
bCurrent alcoholic: consuming 15 or more standard drinks per week or 
5 or more on an occasion, for men, or 8 or more drinks weekly or 4 or 
more on an occasion, for women and people older than 65 years of age; 
previous alcoholic: abstained from alcohol for more than 1 year.
cCurrent smoker: an adult who has smoked 100 cigarettes in his or her 
lifetime and who currently smokes cigarettes; former smoker: an adult 
who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes in his or her lifetime but who 
had quit smoking at the time of interview.
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sion based on the SCCAI score. The number of patients in 

clinical remission was similar across different extents of UC 

(E1 vs. E2 vs. E3). The median FCP in patients with clinical re-

mission was 37 (IQR, 16–195), whereas, in patients with active 

disease, it was 1,343 (IQR, 519–3,000). The mean IBD con-

trol-8 score of the entire cohort was 11.6 ± 3.9. Patients in clini-

cal remission had a mean score of 13.5 compared to 9 in pa-

tients with active disease (P < 0.001). The median IBD control-

VAS score of the entire cohort was 60 (IQR, 50–80), whereas it 

was 80 in patients with remission compared to 50 patients 

with active disease (P < 0.001). There was a significant negative 

correlation between FCP and IBD control-8 (–0.57; P < 0.001). 

Similarly, the correlation between FCP and IBD-VAS score 

(–0.40; P < 0.001) was also significant. Correlation between 

FCP and individual items of the IBD control-8 questionnaire 

was also done. Among all questions, Q1a had strongest corre-

lation (–0.5; P < 0.001) (Supplementary Table 2). 

We also assessed the correlation and diagnostic performance 

of FCP, IBD control-8 and IBD control-VAS in identifying clini-

cal remission. There was a significant positive correlation be-

tween FCP and SCCAI score (0.65; P < 0.001). FCP cutoff of 

150 µg/gm had a sensitivity of 81.3% and specificity of 88% in 

identifying patients in clinical remission with an AUC of 0.88 

(95% confidence interval, 0.77–0.97; P < 0.001) (Supplementa-

ry Fig. 2). The IBD control-8 and IBD control-VAS scores had 

significant negative correlation with SCCAI, (–0.59; P < 0.001) 

and (–0.60; P < 0.001), respectively. IBD control-8 had moder-

ate diagnostic accuracy in identifying patients in clinical re-

mission (area under curve, 0.87 [0.78–0.97]). A cutoff of 13 

points had a sensitivity and specificity of 71.8% and 88% in 

identifying patients in clinical remission. In comparison, IBD 

control VAS score of ≥ 85 had good specificity (92%) but poor 

sensitivity (34.4%) in identifying clinical remission (Table 2, 

Fig. 1).

UC is an idiopathic inflammatory disorder, and poorly con-

trolled disease leads that to poor quality of life.8 Outcome mea-

sures like endoscopic healing, biomarkers and histopathologi-

cal improvement determine the future course of the disease, 

and the clinicians tend to give more importance to them, dis-

regarding the patient’s perception of disease control. A survey 

by Schreiber et al.9 has demonstrated a discrepancy between 

clinician and patient’s perception of disease severity. Hence, 

FDA has issued guidance for the development of PROs and 

mandated their inclusion in clinical trials. IBD control ques-

tionnaire is one such validated questionnaire developed by 

Bodger et al.,4 taking physical, social, emotional and treatment 

response domains into consideration. IBD control-8 subscore 

containing 8 items and a VAS has been developed and vali-

dated in the same study. In this study, the VAS score with cut-

off of ≥ 85 achieved 64.3% sensitivity and 90% specificity (AUC, 

0.86; P < 0.001) and IBD control-8 identified patients in clinical 

re- mission with 67.5% sensitivity and 90.6% specificity (AUC, 

0.90; P < 0.001), with a cutoff of ≥ 13 points. In our study, the 

IBD control-8 questionnaire had similar sensitivity and speci-

ficity, but the sensitivity of the IBD control-VAS score was low 

(34.4%) compared to the study by Bodger et al.4 This could be 

partially explained by the stringent definition of clinical remis-

sion in our study (SCCAI ≤ 2). 

There has been a paradigm shift in the therapeutic targets of 

IBD.10 Biomarkers of inflammation like CRP and FCP are com-

monly used for monitoring disease activity, and recently up-

dated STRIDE consensus also recommends biomarkers like 

Table 2. Diagnostic Accuracy of FCP, IBD Control-8, and IBD Con-
trol-VAS for Predicting Clinical Remission

Variable AUC  
(95% CI)

Specificity 
(%)

Sensitivity 
(%)

FCP 0.88 (0.77–0.97) 88.0 81.3

IBD control-8 0.87 (0.78–0.97) 88.0 71.8

IBD control-VAS 0.83 (0.72–0.94) 92.0 34.4

FCP, fecal calprotectin; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; VAS, visual 
analog scale; AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence interval.

Fig. 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of IBD-VAS, 
IBD control-8 in predicting clinical remission. IBD, inflammatory 
bowel disease; VAS, visual analog scale.
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CRP and FCP as intermediate targets.10 FCP has been shown 

to be correlated with endoscopic and histological remission. 

However, the cutoffs vary across studies. In a metanalysis by 

Dulai et al.,11 the authors showed that FCP of < 50 µg/g has the 

potential to avoid 55%–65% endoscopies by ruling out endo-

scopic disease activity. A recent study also demonstrated good 

sensitivity and specificity of FCP with a cutoff of 157.5 mg/kg 

in predicting mucosal remission following biological therapy.12 

A phase 2 study by Sandborn et al.13 showed an FCP cutoff of 

150 mg/kg achieved a sensitivity of 79% and specificity of 75% 

in detecting endoscopic remission in patients treated with to-

facitinib. In our study, FCP less than 150 µg/g has shown good 

diagnostic accuracy in identifying patients in clinical remis-

sion with sensitivity and specificity of 81.3% and 88%, respec-

tively. 

FCP correlates well with endoscopic and histological remis-

sion, better than clinical symptoms. In a study by Lobatón et 

al.,14 FCP better correlated with endoscopic remission than 

clinical remission assessed based on Mayo score (r = 0.72 vs. 

r = 0.63). In another study with small sample (n = 39) there was 

poor correlation of FCP with SCCAI score (r = 0.2) but strong 

correlation with UCEIS (r = 0.7) and histological index (r = 0.9).15 

PRO2 comprising rectal bleeding and stool frequency has been 

accepted as interim PRO till validated better scores are avail-

able. There is only one study published as an abstract form by 

Samaan et al.,16 which validated PRO2 against FCP, SCCAI and 

IBD control score in patients of UC receiving golimumab as a 

part of GO-LEVEL study. In this study, authors demonstrated 

strong correlation between PRO2 and SCCAI (r = 0.94, P < 0.001), 

as well as with IBD control (r = –0.82, P < 0.001) and IBD con-

trol-VAS (r = –0.78, P < 0.001). Significant correlations were also 

seen between PRO2 and FC (r = 0.38, P < 0.001) as well as PRO2 

and CRP (r = 0.31, P < 0.001). Our study has demonstrated a 

moderate correlation among FCP, IBD control-VAS, and IBD 

control-8 subscores, and FCP correlated better with SCCAI 

score than IBD control subscores. However, our study has sev-

eral limitations, including a small sample size, a lack of endo-

scopic and histopathological correlation, and a cross-sectional 

design. 

Noninvasive biomarker FCP correlates moderately with PRO 

measures (IBD control-8 and IBD control-VAS). 
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Supplementary Fig. 1. Flow diagram showing screening and recruitment. IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; OPD, outpatient department; 
PROM, patient reported outcome measure.

96 Ulcerative colitis patients, from IBD 
OPD clinic June to July 2018

90 Patients answered PROM

63 Patients motivated to give 
stool samples 

57 Patients analyzed

6 Patients refused to participate

27 Patients failed to give stool samples

6 Patients were excluded due 
to incomplete information

Patients approached to answer 
PROM and give stool samples

Patient consent

See “Correlation of fecal calprotectin and patient-reported outcome measures in patients with ulcerative colitis” on 
pages 269-273.
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Supplementary Fig. 2. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
curve of fecal calprotectin predicting clinical remission.
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Supplementary Table 1. IBD Control-8 Questionnaire

Questionnaire Yes No Not sure

1. Do you believe that

a. Your IBD has been well controlled in the past 2 weeks

b. Your current treatment is useful in controlling your IBD

2. In the past 2 weeks did you

a. Miss any planned activities because of IBD

b. Wake up at night because of symptoms of IBD

c. Suffer from significant pain or discomfort

d. Often feel lacking in energy (fatigued)

e. Feel anxious or depressed because of your IBD

f. Think you need a change to your treatment

IBD, inflammatory bowel disease.
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Supplementary Table 2. Correlation between FCP, SCCAI, IBD Control-VAS and Individual Components of IBD Control-8

Variable FCP P-value SCCAI P-value IBD-VAS P-value

Your IBD has been well controlled in the past 2 weeks? 0.504 0.000 0.413 0.001 0.433 0.001

Your current treatment is useful in controlling your IBD? 0.496 0.000 0.410 0.002 0.438 0.001

Miss any planned activities because of IBD? 0.104 0.441 0.210 0.116 0.097 0.472

Wake up at night because of symptoms of IBD? 0.376 0.004 0.520 0.000 0.298 0.024

Suffer from significant pain or discomfort? 0.308 0.020 0.572 0.000 0.325 0.014

Often feel lacking in energy (fatigued) 0.362 0.006 0.404 0.002 0.322 0.014

Feel anxious or depressed because of your IBD? 0.237 0.077 0.145 0.282 0.058 0.668

Think you needed a change to your treatment? 0.205 0.126 0.236 0.077 0.125 0.353

FCP, fecal calprotectin; SCCAI, Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; VAS, visual analog scale. 


